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Abstract. In this paper we define label-free sequent calculi for the intuitionistic modal logics obtained from the combinations of the axioms T ,
B, 4 and 5. These calculi are based on a multi-contextual sequent structure, called Tree-sequent, that allows us to define such calculi for such
intuitionistic modal logics. From the calculi defined for the IK, IT, IB4
and ITB logics, we also provide new decision procedures and alternative
syntactic proofs of decidability.
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Introduction

In this paper, we are mainly interested in proof theory and sequent proof systems
for intuitionistic modal logics obtained from the combinations of the axioms
T , B, 4 and 5 [27]. Intuitionistic modal logics have been studied in different
perspectives [10, 11, 13, 22, 24, 28] with some applications in computer science, for
instance in the formal verification of computer hardware [8] and in the definition
of some programming languages [7, 19]. Moreover modal proofs have been also
studied in the perspective of distributed programs [18].
In the context of proof theory for modal logics we notice that traditional
sequent proof systems cannot easily meet basic and important requirements like
cut-elimination and subformula properties and thus some generalizations have
been recently proposed for classical modal logics [21]. Moreover there are not so
many works devoted to sequent calculi for intuitionistic modal logics, for instance
obtained from the combinations of the axioms T , B, 4 and 5 [2, 6, 22, 27]. The
main approach for designing sequent calculi for these intuitionistic modal logics
is based on labels that explicitly integrate some semantic information, like the
accessibility relation, into the proof systems [27]. The calculi that are obtained
in this way do not satisfy for instance the subformula property, mainly because
of labels that are external to the logic language.
In this work we focus on the definition of label-free sequent calculi, for the
above mentioned intuitionistic logics, with good properties like cut-elimination
and subformula properties [29]. Such based-on sequent calculi are important in
order to design decision procedures and to define methods and tools for proofsearch. For classical modal logics and their variants there exist various kinds of
calculi like display calculi [17, 30] or labelled sequent calculi [20]. Recently labelfree calculi have been developed by using so-called nested sequents [12], that

can be seen as a generalization of the hypersequent structure [1]. Such sequents
have been defined for various logics, including classical modal logics, under the
name of deep sequent [3, 4, 16] or of tree-hypersequent [25] and provide labelfree sequent calculi that satisfy the cut-elimination and subformula properties.
But such structures cannot be used for intuitionistic modal logics, in which the
disjunction property is satisfied, and then other structures are needed for these
logics. Thus, in order to design proof-theoretic systems for intuitionistic modal
logics that stay inside the modal language and that are label-free, we consider a
new multi-contextual sequent structure, called Tree-sequent (or T-sequent) that
can be seen as a specific variant of deep sequent properly defined for these logics.
It generalizes another multi-contextual sequent structure that allows us to define
label-free natural deduction and sequent calculi for the particular intuitionistic
modal logic IS5 [15]. The structure of Tree-sequent has been used for defining
natural deduction systems for intuitionistic modal logics [14] and in this paper
we focus on its use for defining label-free sequent calculi for intuitionistic modal
logics obtained from the combinations of the axioms T , B, 4 and 5 and then for
deriving new related decision procedures and proof-search methods for some of
them.
After a presentation of syntax and semantics of intuitionistic modal logics we
define the structure of Tree-sequent and remind how natural deduction systems
for such logics can be defined with this structure. Then we define based-on Tsequent calculi in the standard Kleene-style with contraction absorbed in all the
left rules (for more details see [29]). In order to prove cut-elimination, we first
consider the corresponding natural deduction systems [14] and their normalisation property, following an approach similar to that of Prawitz [26]. But we also
provide a direct proof of cut-elimination by showing the admissibility of the cut
rule in the sequent calculi. Then we deduce from the cut-elimination property
the subformula property and another property, called depth property, about the
depth of the T-sequents in a cut free proof. It means that there is a value that
bounds the depth of the T-sequents appearing in a cut-free derivation.
A complementary contribution consists in defining new decision procedures
based on our new sequent calculi for the logics IK, IT, IB4 and ITB. Our approach
is based on a notion of redundancy in cut-free derivations so that any valid Tsequent has an irredundant derivation as a proof. Then, by using the subformula
property and also the depth property, we show that there is no infinite proof
which is not irredundant and then we define new decision procedures that provide
alternative proofs the decidability of IK, IT, IB4 and ITB through proof-search.
We restrict ourselves to the above logics because the calculi for the other ones do
not satisfy the depth property that is required for termination in our approach.
Further work will be devoted to the design of label-free sequent calculi for
other intuitionistic modal logics with appropriate structures and also the study
of the decidability of these logics by using such sequent calculi.
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2

Intuitionistic modal logics

Intuitionistic modal logics (IML) are the logics we obtain by replacing in classical
modal logics the classical reasoning principles with the intuitionistic ones [27].
Let us remind that these logics have applications in computer science, like for
formal verification [8] and for the definition of programming languages [7, 19].
2.1

Syntax and semantics

The language of intuitionistic modal logics is obtained from the language of
propositional logic by adding two unary connectives  and ♦. More precisely, the
set of formulae, denoted Form, is inductively defined from a set of propositional
variables, denoted Prop, the constant ⊥ denoting absurdity, and using the logical
connectives ∧, ∨, ⊃,  and ♦. In other words, the formulæ are defined using the
following grammar:
A ::= p | ⊥ | A ∧ A | A ∨ A | A ⊃ A | A | ♦A
We use p, q, r . . . as metavariables for propositional variables; and A, B, C, . . .
as metavariables for generic formulæ. The negation, denoted ¬, can be defined
by using ⊥ and the connective ⊃ as follows: ¬A , A ⊃ ⊥. The constant true is
defined by ⊤ , ⊥ ⊃ ⊥.
Let us note that the interdefinability between  and ♦ given by ♦A , ¬¬A
we have in classical intuitionistic logics is not present in intuitionistic modal logics. That is similar to the fact that ∀ and ∃ are independent in intuitionistic
first-order logic.
Let us first consider the intuitionistic modal logic IK. A Hilbert axiomatic system
for this logic is defined as follows [27]:
–
–
–
–
–
–

All substitution instances of theorems of IPL;
(A ⊃ B) ⊃ (A ⊃ B);
(A ⊃ B) ⊃ (♦A ⊃ ♦B);
♦⊥ ⊃ ⊥;
♦(A ∨ B) ⊃ (♦A ∨ ♦B);
(♦A ⊃ B) ⊃ (A ⊃ B);
A⊃B
B

A

[mp]

A
[nec]
A

In this paper, we consider the intuitionistic modal logics obtained from the
combinations of the axioms T , B, 4 and 5 defined as follows:
(T )
(B)
(4)
(5)

(A ⊃ A) ∧ (A ⊃ ♦A)
(♦A ⊃ A) ∧ (A ⊃ ♦A)
(A ⊃ A) ∧ (♦♦A ⊃ ♦A)
(♦A ⊃ A) ∧ (♦A ⊃ ♦A)
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For every Th ⊆ {T, B, 4, 5}, we denote by IKTh the logic obtained by adding
the axioms in Th to IK. For instance the logics IKT , IKT 4 and IKT 5 are respectively the intuitionistic modal logics denoted in the literature by IT, IS4 and
IS5.
Definition 1. An intuitionistic modal model is a quadruple
(W, 6, {Dw }w∈W , {Rw }w∈W , {Vw }w∈W ) where
– W is a non-empty set of Kripke worlds;
– 6 is a partial order relation on W ;
– for any w ∈ W , Dw is a non-empty set of modal worlds such that if w 6 w′
then Dw ⊆ Dw′ ;
– for any w ∈ W , Rw is a binary relation on Dw , called w-accessibility relation, such that if w 6 w′ then Rw ⊆ Rw′ ;
– for any w ∈ W , Vw is a function from Dw to 2Prop such that if w 6 w′ then
Vw (p) ⊆ Vw′ (p).
Let us mention that there are two kinds of worlds: the Kripke worlds (W ) that
correspond to the intuitionistic basis and the modal worlds (Dw ) that capture
the modal aspects.
We associate to each model (W, 6, {Dw }w∈W , {Rw }w∈W , {Vw }w∈W ) a forcing relation, denoted M , that is inductively defined as follows:
w, d M p iff p ∈ Vw (d);
w, d M ⊥ never;
w, d M A ∧ B iff w, d M A and w, d M B;
w, d M A ∨ B iff w, d M A or w, d M B;
w, d M A ⊃ B iff for all w′ > w, if w′ , d M A then w′ , d M B;
w, d M A iff for all w′ > w and for all d′ ∈ Dw′ , if Rw′ (d, d′ ) then
w′ , d′ M A;
– w, d M ♦A iff there exists d′ ∈ Dw such that Rw (d, d′ ) and w, d′ M A.
–
–
–
–
–
–

A formula A is valid in a model M = (W, 6, {Dw }w∈W , {Rw }w∈W , {Vw }w∈W )
if and only if for all w ∈ W and for all d ∈ Dw w, d M A.
For Th ⊆ {T, B, 4, 5}, the class of models defining the logics IKTh, denoted
ICTh , corresponds to the models in which the accessibility relations satisfy the
properties associated to the axioms in Th:
(T ) Reflexivity: ∀w.R(w, w);
(B) Symmetry: ∀w, w′ .R(w, w′ ) ⊃ R(w′ , w);
(4) Transitivity: ∀w, w′ , w′′ .(R(w, w′ ) ∧ R(w′ , w′′ )) ⊃ R(w, w′′ );
(5) Euclidness: ∀w, w′ , w′′ .(R(w, w′ ) ∧ R(w, w′′ )) ⊃ R(w′ , w′′ ).
Theorem 1. A formula A is valid in IKTh iff A is valid in every model in ICTh .
Proof. See [27]. 
The forcing relation satisfies the property of Kripke monotonicity in the same
way as in intuitionistic logic:
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Proposition 1 (Monotonicity). If w, d M A and w 6 w′ then, w′ , d M A
holds.
Proof. By structural induction on A. 
Let us note that these logics do not satisfy the finite model property w.r.t. Kripke
semantics [23, 27]. But some of them satisfy this property w.r.t. other semantics.
The property has been proved for IS5 [9] w.r.t. the algebraic semantics defined
in [5]. Moreover, for the logics IK, IKB and IKT B, the finite model property has
been proved w.r.t. the bi-relational semantics [27].
We now define two useful notions, namely the size and the nesting degree of a
formula. The size of a formula F , denoted |F |, is defined as follows: |p| = |⊥| = 1;
|A ⊗ B| = |A| + |B| + 1 where ⊗ ∈ {∧, ∨, ⊃}; | ⊠ A| = |A| + 1 where ⊠ ∈ {, ♦}.
|F | is in fact the number of the subformula occurrences of F . The nesting degree
of a formula F , denoted nest(F ), is defined as follows: nest(p) = nest(⊥) = 0;
nest(A ⊗ B) = max(nest(A), nest(B)) where ⊗ ∈ {∧, ∨, ⊃} and max means the
maximum; nest(⊠A) = 1 + nest(A) where ⊠ ∈ {, ♦}.
2.2

Sequent calculi for modal logics

In this paper we aim at defining label-free sequent calculi for all the intuitionistic
modal logics obtained from the combinations of the axioms T , B, 4 and 5. In
the literature, the sequent calculi for these logics are rare [2, 22, 27] and, as far
as we know, the only approach that provide sequent calculi for all these modal
logics is given in [27]. It explicitly integrates some semantic information, like the
accessibility relation, into the systems by using labels and relations on labels.
They allow us to define simple systems for a large number of modal logics, but
these systems do not satisfy the subformula property. Moreover the interpretation of proofs is difficult, because of labels that are external to the logic language.
Label-free sequent calculi have been defined for the classical modal logics and
they satisfy cut-elimination and subformula properties [3, 4]. They are based on
a structure, named deep sequent, that can be seen as a generalization of the
hypersequent structure for the modal logic S5 [1]. However, deep sequent and
hypersequent structures defined for classical modal logics are not appropriate to
deal with the intuitionistic modal logics. This is mainly due to the disjunction
property satisfied by the intuitionistic modal logics that says if A ∨ B is a theorem, then A is a theorem or B is theorem. Let us note that this property is
not satisfied in the classical case, for instance, A ∨ ¬A being a theorem without
neither A nor ¬A being theorems. Deep sequent and hypersequent structures
are based on disjunction in the sense that they are multi-contextual structures
where the contexts are separated by disjunctions, and thus they do not really
extend the standard sequent structure in the intuitionistic case because of the
disjunction property.
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Thus we propose a multi-contextual sequent structure introduced in [14] for
the definition of natural deduction systems. The present paper provides labelfree sequent calculi for intuitionistic modal logics on the basis of this structure.
It can be seen as a continuation of our previous works in order to define proof
systems adapted to proof-search in these logics.

3

The Tree-sequent structure

In this section we present the multi-contextual structure, called Tree-sequent (or
T-sequent), that we first introduced in [14]. It is different from the one of deep
(or nested) sequent [3, 4] used for classical modal logics, even if in a sense it can
be seen as its mono-conclusion version.
A T-context is a syntactic structure defined by induction as follows:
– if Γ is a multiset of formulae, then Γ is a T-context;
– if Γ is a T-context, then hΓ i is a T-context;
– if Γ and Γ ′ are T-contexts, then Γ, Γ ′ is a T-context.
In other words, a T-context is a structure of the form A1 , . . . , Ak , hΓ1 i, . . . , hΓl i
where A1 , . . . , Ak is a (possibly empty) multiset of formulae and Γ1 , . . . , Γl is a
(possibly empty) multiset of T-contexts.
A marked formula is an expression of the form A⊢ where A is a formula.
Definition 2 (T-sequent). A T-sequent is inductively defined as follows:
– If Γ is a T-context and A⊢ is a marked formula then Γ, A⊢ is a T-sequent.
– If S is a T-sequent and Γ is a T-context then Γ, hSi is a T-sequent.
A T-sequent has the same form as a T-context, indeed, it can be seen as a Tcontext with in addition only one occurrence of a marked formula, that is called
the conclusion.
One can associate a formula to each T-context with F defined by : F (∅) = ⊤
and F (A1 , . . . , Ak , hΓ1 i, . . . , hΓl i) = A1 ∧ . . . ∧ Ak ∧ ♦(F (Γ1 )) ∧ . . . ∧ ♦(F (Γl )).
It is extended to the T-sequents as follows:
F (Γ, A⊢ ) = F (Γ ) ⊃ A. F (Γ, hSi) = F (Γ ) ⊃ (F (S)) with Γ being a T-context
and S a T-sequent.
For instance we have F ((A⊃B), ♦A, hA, B ⊢ i) = ((A⊃B)∧(♦A))⊃(A⊃B).
The validity of a T-sequent S in a modal logic L is defined as the validity
of its corresponding formula F (S) in L. The T-contexts and T-sequents can also
be presented graphically. For instance, A1 , . . . , Ak , hΓ1 i, . . . , hΓl i is represented
by the following figure:
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A1 , . . . , Ak

T ree(Γ1 ) T ree(Γ2 )

...

T ree(Γl−1 ) T ree(Γl )

where T ree(Γi ) is the tree corresponding to Γi .
Let us note that we do not distinguish the T-sequents and T-contexts and their
associated trees. When we mention the root, a leaf, the depth or a subtree of a
T-sequent or a T-context, we refer to its associated tree.
A nT -context, with n > 0, is a T-context or a T-sequent with exactely n
occurrences of the symbol {}, called a T-hole.
n×
z }| {
It is denoted Γ {} · · · {} by considering that a bijection maps an occurrence of {}
in the nT -context to each occurrence of the symbol {} following this notation.
The structure Γ {∆1 } · · · {∆n } is obtained by the substitution of the T-hole associated to the ith occurrence of {} in Γ {} · · · {} by ∆i , for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
For instance, any T-sequent has the form Γ {C ⊢ } where Γ {} is a 1T -context.
From now we denote Γ {∅} the T-context of Γ {C ⊢ }.
In general the T-holes are substituted by T-contexts, T-sequents or nT -contexts.
As an example the T-sequent (A ⊃ B), ♦A, hA, B ⊢ i corresponds to Γ {B ⊢ }
where Γ {} = (A ⊃ B), ♦A, hA, {}i.
A T-sequent can be seen as a multi-contextual structure because the truth
value of a T-sequent may change w.r.t. the position (context) of its conclusion
in the tree associated to its T-context. Moreover it can be seen as a kind of
mono-conclusion version of a deep (or nested) sequent [3, 4], but it is different
in two main ways.
Let us remind that a deep sequent is a structure A1 , . . . , Ak , [Γ1 ], . . . , [Γn ]
where {A1 , . . . , Ak } is a multiset of formulae and Γi are contexts. In a deep
sequent there is no distinction between formulae but in a T-sequent we distinguish one formula, the marked one, as a conclusion knowing that the others are
considered as hypotheses. Moreover the formula associated to a deep sequent is
A1 ∨ · · · ∨ Ak ∨ (F (Γ1 )) ∨ . . . ∨ (F (Γn )) and it only deals with the modal
connective  while the formula associated to a T-sequent considers both modal
connectives ♦ and . These key points emphasize why the T-sequent structure
is well adapted for studying structural proof theory in intuitionistic modal logics.
We end this section by giving definitions useful in the rest of the paper.
The depth of a 1T -context Γ {}, denoted depth(Γ {}), is defined as follows:
depth(Γ, {}) = 0; depth(Γ, h∆{}i) = 1 + depth(∆{}). Let S be a T-sequent,
sp(S) is a unary relation that is true if and only if the depth of the tree cor7

Γ {A, A⊢ }
Γ {A⊢ }

Γ {B ⊢ }

[∧I ]

Γ {A ∧ B ⊢ }
Γ {A⊢ }
Γ {A ∨ B ⊢ }

[∨1I ]

Γ {B ⊢ }

[∨2I ]

Γ {A ∨ B ⊢ }

Γ {A, B ⊢ }

[⊃I ]

Γ {A ⊃ B ⊢ }
Γ {h∆, A⊢ i}
Γ {h∆i, ♦A⊢ }
Γ {hA⊢ i}
Γ {A⊢ }

[♦I ]

[id]

Γ {⊥⊢ }{∅}
Γ {∅}{A⊢ }

Γ {A ∧ B ⊢ }
Γ {A⊢ }

[⊥E ]
Γ {A ∧ B ⊢ }

[∧1E ]

Γ {B ⊢ }

[∧2E ]

Γ {A ∨ B ⊢ }{∅} Γ {A}{C ⊢ } Γ {B}{C ⊢ }
Γ {∅}{C ⊢ }
Γ {A ⊃ B ⊢ }

Γ {A⊢ }

Γ {B ⊢ }
Γ {♦A⊢ }{∅}

Γ {h∆i, A⊢ }

[I ]

[⊃E ]

Γ {hAi}{C ⊢ }

Γ {∅}{C ⊢ }

Γ {h∆, A⊢ i}

[∨E ]

[♦E ]

[E ]

Fig. 1. A Natural Deduction System N DIK

responding to S is greater than 0. Moreover we define nest(S) by nest(S) =
max{nest(A) | A ∈ S} where max means the maximum and nest(A) the nesting degree of A previously defined. Moreover d(S) represents the depth of S.

4

A natural deduction system N DIKTh

In this section, we present a natural deduction system for IK, called N DIK ,
that is based on the T-sequent structure. It has been defined in [14] and has the
normalization property. The natural deduction system N DIK is given in Figure 1.
We associate to each logic IKTh, with Th ⊆ {T, B, 4, 5}, the natural deduction
system N DIKTh that is obtained by using the rules described in Figure 2 as
follows:
– if IKTh is IS5 then N DIKTh is obtained from N DIK by replacing the rules
IS5
[E ] and [♦I ] by the rules [IS5
E ] and [♦I ];
– if IKTh is IB4 then N DIKTh is obtained from N DIK by replacing the rules
IB4
[E ] and [♦I ] by the rules [IB4
E ] and [♦I ];
– otherwise N DIKTh is obtained by adding to N DIK the rules [xE ] and [♦xI ]
for any x ∈ Th.
The rules of N DIKTh are all of the following form:
Γ {∆11 } · · · {∆1k } · · · Γ {∆l1 } · · · {∆lk }
Γ {∆1 } · · · {∆k }
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[R]

Γ {A⊢ }
Γ {A⊢ }

Γ {h∆, A⊢ i}
Γ {h∆i, A⊢ }
Γ {∆{∅}, A⊢ }
Γ {∆{A⊢ }}
Γ {A⊢ }{∅}

Γ {∅}{A⊢ }

Γ {h∆i, A⊢ }

[B
E]

Γ {h∆, ♦A⊢ i}
Γ {∆{A⊢ }}

[4E ](∗)

Γ {∆{∅}, ♦A⊢ }
Γ {∅}{A⊢ }

Γ {∅}{A⊢ }

Γ {∅}{A⊢ }

Γ {♦A⊢ }{∅}

[♦4I ](∗)

[♦IB4
I ](∗ ∗ ∗)

Γ {∅}{A⊢ }

[IS5
E ]

[♦B
I ]

[♦5I ](∗∗)

Γ {♦A⊢ }{∅}

[IB4
E ](∗ ∗ ∗)

Γ {A⊢ }{∅}

[♦TI ]

Γ {♦A⊢ }

[5E ](∗∗)

Γ {∅}{A⊢ }
Γ {A⊢ }{∅}

Γ {A⊢ }

[TE ]

Γ {♦A⊢ }{∅}

[♦IS5
I ]

(*) depth(∆{}) > 1;
(**) depth(Γ {}{∅}) > 0 and depth(Γ {∅}{}) > 0;
(***) sp(Γ {A⊢ }{∅}).

Fig. 2. Modal rules for N DIKTh

It means that each premise is obtained by the transformation of some subtrees
of the conclusion. In an elimination rule we call major premise the premise
that contains the eliminated connective and the other premises are called minor
premises. A detour in a natural deduction proof corresponds to an application
of a rule that introduces a logical operator followed by an application of a rule
that eliminates it. A proof is in normal form if it is without detours. The main
goal of the normalization property is the elimination of all detours in a proof.
Definition 3 (Segment). A segment of length n in a proof D in N DIKTh is
a sequence Γ1 {A⊢} , . . . , Γn {A⊢ } of consecutive occurrences of T-sequents in D
such that:
– for n > 1 and i < n, Γi {A⊢ } is a minor premise of an application of [∨E ]
or [♦E ] in D with the conclusion Γi+1 {A⊢ };
– Γ1 {A⊢ } is not the conclusion of an application of [∨E ] or of [♦E ];
– Γn {A⊢ } is not a minor premise of an application of [∨E ] or [♦E ].
T-sequents of a segment have the same conclusion, called the conclusion of
the segment. A segment is a premise (resp. the conclusion) of a rule application
if its last element (resp. first element) is a premise (resp. the conclusion) of this
application.
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Definition 4 (Normal Form). A segment Γ1 {A⊢} , . . . , Γn {A⊢ } is a cut if
Γn {A⊢ } is the main premise of the application of an elimination rule, and either
n > 1 or n = 1 and Γ1 {A⊢ } is the conclusion of an introduction rule or of the
rule [⊥E ]. A proof is in normal form if it does not contain such a cut.
Theorem 2 ([14]). Any proof in N DIKTh can be reduced to a proof in normal
form.
Let us remind that a main branch of a derivation D in N DIKTh is a branch
which begins with a leaf, ends with the conclusion of D and passes only through
premises of introduction rules and major premises of elimination rules. Note that
if a proof in normal form has as last rule application an elimination rule, then
it contains only one main branch. Indeed, this is a consequence of the fact that
such a proof contains only applications of elimination rules. In fact, any proof in
normal form does not contain an application of [∧I ] and contains only one main
branch, because [∧I ] is the unique introduction rule having two premises.

5

Sequent calculi for intuitionistic modal logics

In this section we propose a quasi-modular sequent calculus and then the resulting calculi for the intuitionistic modal logics obtained by the combinations of
the axioms T , B, 4 and 5. The modularity is based on the association of specific
rules to the axioms.
5.1

The GIKTh sequent calculus

In this subsection we first present a Tree-sequent calculus, called GIK , for the
IK logic. It is given in Figure 3. In the case of a standard sequent calculus, the
set of rules associated to each connective are composed from left and right rules.
The left rules act on the left of the symbol ⊢, while the right ones act on the
right of this symbol. In the case of our sequent calculi, we consider the rules
acting on the T-context as left rules and the ones acting on the marked formula
as right rules. In every sequent calculus rule, each premise is obtained by the
transformation of some subtrees of the conclusion.
After introducing our sequent calculus for IK, we present a quasi-modular sequent
calculus GIKTh from this sequent calculus for GIK . For that we associate to each
logic IKTh, with Th ⊆ {T, B, 4, 5}, the sequent calculus GIKTh that is obtained
by using the rules described in Figure 4 as follows:
– if IKTh is IS5 then GIKTh is obtained from GIK by replacing the rules [L ]
IS5
and [♦R ] by the rules [IS5
L ] and [♦R ];
– if IKTh is IB4 then GIKTh is obtained from GIK by replacing the rules [L ]
IB4
and [♦R ] by the rules [IB4
L ] and [♦R ];
– otherwise GIKTh is obtained by adding to GIK the rules [xL ] and [♦xR ] for all
x ∈ Th.
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Γ {A, A⊢ }
Γ {A1 ∧ A2 , A1 }{C ⊢ }
Γ {A1 ∧ A2 }{C ⊢ }

[∧1L ]

Γ {A ∨ B, A}{C ⊢ }

[id]

Γ {⊥}{C ⊢ }

Γ {A1 ∧ A2 , A2 }{C ⊢ }
Γ {A1 ∧ A2 }{C ⊢ }
Γ {A ∨ B, B}{C ⊢ }

Γ {A ∨ B}{C ⊢ }
Γ {A ⊃ B, A⊢ }{∅}

Γ {A ⊃ B, B}{C ⊢ }

Γ {A ⊃ B}{C ⊢ }
Γ {hAi, ♦A}{C ⊢ }
Γ {♦A}{C ⊢ }
Γ {h∆, Ai, A}
Γ {h∆i, A}

[⊥L ]
Γ {A⊢ }

[∧2L ]

Γ {A ∧ B ⊢ }
Γ {A⊢
i}

[∨L ]

Γ {A, B ⊢ }

[⊃R ]

Γ {A ⊃ B ⊢ }
Γ {h∆, A⊢ i}
Γ {h∆i, ♦A⊢ }
Γ {hA⊢ i}

[L ]

Γ {A⊢ }
Γ {A}{C ⊢ }

Γ {∅}{C ⊢ }

[∧R ]

[∨iR ]

Γ {A1 ∨ A⊢
2}

[⊃L ]

[♦L ]

Γ {A⊢ }{∅}

Γ {B ⊢ }

[♦R ]

[R ]

[Cut]

Fig. 3. The Tree-sequent calculus GIK

We denote by G−
IKTh the calculus GIKTh without the [Cut] rule (also called cut
rule).

A system is said modular if we have a system for IK such that for any subset
Th of {T, B, 4, 5}, the addition of rules associated to axioms in Th leads to a
system for the logic IKTh. For instance, in the case of classical modal logics based
on these axioms, a modular calculus, based on deep sequents, has been recently
defined [3]. Our calculus is said quasi-modular because the logics IB4 and IS5
are separately studied.
IB4
Let us note that the rules [4L ], [♦4R ], [5L ], [♦5R ], [IB4
L ] and [♦R ] can be
applied only if some conditions are satisfied. Intuitively, these conditions capture
the properties of the accessibility relations in Kripke semantics.
We can apply the rule [4L ] if it satisfies the condition depth(∆{}) > 1. This
condition allows us to only consider the transitivity property. Indeed, if we apply
the rule [4L ] with the condition depth(∆{}) = 0, then it means that the accessibility relation is reflexive. Moreover, an application of [4L ] with depth(∆{}) = 1
corresponds to an application of [L ].
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Γ {A, A}
Γ {A}

Γ {h∆, Ai, A}
Γ {h∆, Ai}
Γ {∆{A}, A}
Γ {∆{∅}, A}
Γ {A}{A}

Γ {A}{∅}

Γ {h∆i, A⊢ }

[B
L]

Γ {h∆, ♦A⊢ i}
Γ {∆{A⊢ }}

[4L ](†)

Γ {∆{∅}, ♦A⊢ }
Γ {∅}{A⊢ }

Γ {∅}{A⊢ }

Γ {A}{∅}

Γ {♦A⊢ }{∅}

[♦4R ](†)

[♦IB4
R ](† † †)

Γ {∅}{A⊢ }

[IS5
L ]

[♦B
R]

[♦5R ](††)

Γ {♦A⊢ }{∅}

[IB4
L ](† † †)

Γ {A}{A}

[♦TR ]

Γ {♦A⊢ }

[5L ](††)

Γ {A}{∅}
Γ {A}{A}

Γ {A⊢ }

[TL ]

Γ {♦A⊢ }{∅}

[♦IS5
R ]

(†) depth(∆{}) > 1;
(††) depth(Γ {}{∅}) > 0 and depth(Γ {∅}{}) > 0;
(† † †) sp(Γ {∅}{∅}).
Fig. 4. Modal rules for GIKTh

5.2

Properties of the GIKTh calculus

The GIKTh sequent calculus is proved sound and complete by considering validity
in IKTh with the natural deduction system N DIKTh defined in [14]. In other
words, we prove that a T-sequent has a proof in GIKTh if and only if it has a
proof in N DIKTh .
Theorem 3 (Soundness). If a T-sequent has a proof in GIKTh , then it has a
proof in N DIKTh .
Proof. Let S be a T-sequent and D be a proof of S in GIKTh . We show by
induction on the structure of D that S has a proof in N DIKTh .
The case where D has a right rule as last rule application is trivial, because the
right rules of GIKTh and the introduction rules of N DIKTh are the same.
Since [Cut] is an admissible rule in N DIKTh (see [14]), the case where D has a
[Cut] as last rule application is also trivial.
Regarding the cases where D has a left rule as last rule application we only
develop the [∧L ] and [♦L ] cases, the others being similar. Let us denote [H.I]
any application of the induction hypothesis.
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– [∧iL ]:
Γ {A1 ∧ A2 , Ai }{C ⊢ }
Γ {A1 ∧ A2 }{C ⊢ }

[∧L ]

A proof of Γ {A1 ∧ A2 }{C ⊢ } in N DIKTh is obtained as follows:
Γ {A1 ∧ A2 , A1 ∧ A⊢
2 }{∅}
Γ {A1 ∧ A2 , A⊢
i }{∅}

[id]
[∧iE ]

Γ {A1 ∧ A2 , Ai }{C ⊢ }

Γ {A1 ∧ A2 }{C ⊢ }

[H.I]
[Cut]

– [♦L ]:
Γ {hAi, ♦A}{C ⊢ }
Γ {♦A}{C ⊢ }

[♦L ]

A proof of Γ {♦A}{C ⊢} in N DIKTh is obtained as follows:
Γ {♦A, ♦A⊢ }{∅}

[id]

Γ {hAi, ♦A}{C ⊢ }

Γ {♦A}{C ⊢ }

[H.I]
[♦E ]


Having proved soundness we now consider completeness. In order to prove
it we consider the following proposition that expresses that the rule [⊥E ] of
N DIKTh is admissible in G−
IKTh . It is used in our proof of completeness.
Proposition 2 (Admissibility of [⊥E ]). If Γ {⊥⊢ }{∅} has a proof in G−
IKTh ,
then Γ {∅}{A⊢} has also a proof in G−
.
IKTh
Proof. Let D be a proof of Γ {⊥⊢ }{∅}. The proof is by structural induction
on D. If Γ {⊥⊢ }{∅} is an axiom, then Γ {∅}{A⊢} is also an axiom (an instance of
[⊥L ]). Otherwise, a proof of Γ {∅}{A⊢} is obtained by an application of induction
hypothesis on the premise having ⊥ as marked formula in the last rule application
in D. For example, if this rule application corresponds to an application of [⊃L ]:
Γ {B ⊃ C, B ⊢ }{∅}{∅}

Γ {B ⊃ C, C}{⊥⊢ }{∅}

Γ {B ⊃ C}{⊥⊢ }{∅}

[⊃L ]

then, by induction hypothesis, we know that Γ {B⊃C, C}{∅}{A⊢ } has a proof in
⊢
⊢
G−
IKTh . Finally by using [⊃L ] with Γ {B⊃C, B }{∅}{∅} and Γ {B⊃C, C}{∅}{A }
⊢
as premises we obtain a proof of Γ {B ⊃ C}{∅}{A }. 
Theorem 4 (Completeness). If a T-sequent has a proof in N DIKTh , then it
has a proof in G−
IKTh .
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Proof. Let S be a T-sequent and D a proof of S in N DIKTh in normal form.
This proof is by induction on the number of rule applications n in D. We show
that S has a proof in G−
IKTh (without using the rule [Cut]).
- If n = 1 then S is an instance of [id] in N DIKTh and thus it is an instance of
[id] in G−
IKTh .
- The case where D has an introduction rule as last rule application is trivial,
because the right rules of G−
IKTh and the introduction rules of N DIKTh are the
same.
- The case where D has the rule [⊥E ] as last rule application is proved by using
Proposition 2.
- Let us consider the cases where D has an elimination rule as last rule application . Let α be the main branch of D (see Section 4). Since α does not contain a
minor premise, the T-context of the T-sequent S0 in the beginning of this branch
and the one of S are the same. Indeed, the T-context of S0 is not modified by any
rule application in the main branch. Therefore, there exist a 2T -context Γ {}{}
and two formulae A and C such that S0 = Γ {A, A⊢ }{∅} and S = Γ {A}{C ⊢ }.
In the following, we consider the different cases for A. Let us note that A cannot
be an atomic formula, because if it is then S0 is a premise of an introduction
rule or [⊥E ] and then D is not in normal form. We only consider the cases
A ≡ A1 ⊃ A2 , A ≡ ♦A′ and A ≡ A′ .
- A ≡ A1 ⊃ A2 :
D is of the following normal form:
Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 , A1 ⊃ A⊢
2 }{∅}

[id]

D1
Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 , A⊢
1 }{∅}

Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 , A⊢
2 }{∅}
D2
Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 }{C ⊢ }

[⊃E ]

where D2 corresponds to the sub-derivation of D obtained by removing the Tsequents before the application of [⊃E ]. Clearly, by adding A2 in the node where
A⊢2 appears in the T-sequents in D2 , we obtain a proof of Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 , A2 }{C ⊢ }.
The number of rule applications in D1 and in D2 are smaller than this in D.
Thus by induction hypothesis, Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 , A⊢1 }{∅} and Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 , A2 }{C ⊢ }
⊢
have proofs in G−
IKTh . By taking the rule [⊃L ] with Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 , A1 }{∅} and
Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 , A2 }{C ⊢ } as premises, we obtain a proof of Γ {A1 ⊃ A2 }{C ⊢ } in
G−
IKTh .
- A ≡ ♦A′ :
D is of the following normal form:
Γ {♦A′ , ♦A′⊢ }{∅}

[id]

D1
Γ {♦A′ , hA′ i}{C ⊢ }

Γ {♦A′ }{C ⊢ }
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[♦E ]

By induction hypothesis, Γ {♦A′ , hA′ i}{C ⊢ } has a proof in G−
IKTh . By taking
′
′
⊢
[♦L ] with Γ {♦A , hA i}{C } as a premise, we obtain a proof of Γ {♦A′ }{C ⊢ }
in G−
IKTh .
- A ≡ A′ :
If D is of the following normal form ([E ]):
Γ ′ {h∆i, A′ , A′⊢ }
Γ ′ {h∆, A′⊢ i, A′ }
D′
′
Γ {h∆i, A′ }

[id]
[E ]

where D′ corresponds to the sub-derivation of D obtained by removing the Tsequents before the application of [E ] and Γ ′ {h∆i, A′ } = Γ {A′ }{C ⊢ }. By
adding A′ in the node where A′⊢ appears in the T-sequents in D′ , we obtain a
proof of Γ ′ {h∆, A′ i, A′ }. Since the number of rule applications in D′ is smaller
than this in D, we deduce by induction hypothesis that Γ ′ {h∆, A′ i, A′ } has a
′
′
′
proof in G−
IKTh . Using [L ] with Γ {h∆, A i, A } as a premise, we have a proof
−
′
′
of Γ {h∆i, A } in GIKTh .
If D is of the following normal form ([TE ]):
Γ ′ {A′ , A′⊢ }
Γ ′ {A′⊢ , A′ }
D′
′
Γ {A′ }

[id]
[TE ]

Γ ′ {A′ } = Γ {A′ }{C ⊢ }. By induction hypothesis, Γ ′ {A′ , A′ } has a proof in
T
′
′
′
′
′
G−
IKTh . Using [L ] with Γ {A , A } as a premise we obtain a proof of Γ {A }
in G−
.
IKTh
4
5
IB4
IS5
The cases of [B
E ], [E ], [E ], [E ] and [E ] are proved in the same way
4
5
IB4
by respectively using [B
],
[
],
[
],
[
]
and
[IS5
L
L
L
L
L ]. 

In this proof of completeness, we use the normalization property satisfied by
N DIKTh to prove that if a T-sequent has a proof in N DIKTh , then it has a proof
in GIKTh without any use of [Cut].
Theorem 5 (Cut-elimination). If a T-sequent has a proof in GIKTh , then it
has a proof in GIKTh without the [Cut] rule.
Proof. Consequence of the normalization property in N DIKTh . 
We will give in the next section a direct proof of cut-elimination by proving
by structural induction that the [Cut] rule is admissible in the G−
IKTh system. But
before we aim at emphasizing the consequences of the cut-elimination property,
namely the subformula property and also the depth property.
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Theorem 6 (Subformula property). If S is a T-sequent valid in IKTh, then
there exists a proof of S in G−
IKTh containing only subformulae of the formulae
appearing in S.
In the case of GIKTh for Th ∈ {∅, {T }, {B}, {T, B}}, there is also an important
property that can be deduced from the subformula property. It concerns the
depth of the T-sequents in a cut-free proof.
Proposition 3 (Depth property). Let S be a T-sequent and D a proof of S
′
in G−
IKTh for Th ∈ {∅, {T }, {B}, {T, B}}. If S is a T-sequent in D then its depth
is less or equal to d(S) + nest(S).
Proof. Let S ′ be a sequent in D. By the subformula property, S ′ contains only
subformulae of formulae in S. Let A be a formula in S and B be an occurrence of
a subformula of A in S ′ . We write l(B, S ′ ) (resp. l(A, S)) to denote the length of
the subbranch between B (resp. A) and the root of S ′ (resp. S). Since G−
IKTh does
not contain the rules associated to 4, 5, IB4 and IS5, l(B, S ′ ) 6 l(A, S)+nest(A).
Indeed, this property can be shown by structural induction on D. Let us consider,
for instance, that the last rule application in D is:
Γ {hA⊢ i}
Γ {A⊢ }

[R ]

By induction hypothesis and knowing that l(A, S) = l(A, Γ {hA⊢ i}) + 1 and
nest(A) = nest(A) + 1, all subformula occurrences of the formulae in S in any
T-sequent in D satisfy this property. Therefore, since for all formulae A in S and
for all subformula occurrences B of A in S ′ , we have l(B, S ′ ) 6 l(A, S)+nest(A),
we deduce that the depth of S ′ is smaller than or equal to d(S)+nest(S). Indeed,
we have nest(A) 6 nest(S) and l(A, S) 6 d(S). 
The depth property fails in the case of GIS5 as illustrated by the following example:
.
.
.
Γ {♦A, ♦A, hA, ♦A, hA, ♦A, hAiii}
Γ {♦A, ♦A, hA, ♦A, hA, ♦Aii}
Γ {♦A, hA, ♦A, hAii}
Γ {♦A, ♦A, hA, ♦Ai}
Γ {♦A, ♦A, hAi}
Γ {♦A, ♦A}
Γ {♦A}
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[IS5
L ]

[♦L ]
[IS5
L ]

[♦L ]

[IS5
L ]

[♦L ]

This property is not satisfied in calculi like GIS5 because of the left rules associated to  and the right rules associated to ♦ for which there is no value that
bounds the depth differences between the position of the marked formula in the
premise and its position in the conclusion.

6

Structural cut-elimination in GIKTh

In this section, we prove by structural induction that the cut rule is admissible in
G−
IKTh . We write ⊢G S if the T-sequent S has a proof in the calculus G. Moreover,
we write ⊢nG S if S has a proof in G of size smaller or equal to n.
Let us recall the notion of size-preserving admissibility.
Definition 5. A rule [R] is said to be admissible for a calculus G, if for all
instances

H1 . . . Hk
C

[R]

of [R], if we have ⊢G H1 , . . . , ⊢G Hk then ⊢G C.

A rule [R] is said to be size-preserving admissible for G, if for all n, if we have
⊢nG H1 , . . . , ⊢nG Hk then ⊢nG C.
Now we prove that contraction, weakening and merge rules are size-preserving
admissible in G−
IKTh . They correspond to the following rules:
Γ {∆, ∆}
Γ {∆}

[C]

Γ {C ⊢ }{∅}

[W ]

Γ {C ⊢ }{A}

Γ {h∆i, h∆′ i}
Γ {h∆, ∆′ i}

[M ]

Proposition 4 (Size-preserving admissibility of weakening). For all Th ⊆
{T, B, 4, 5}, if ⊢nG− Γ {∅}{C ⊢} then ⊢nG− Γ {∆}{C ⊢ }.
IKTh

IKTh

Proof. By induction on n. 
Proposition 5 (Size-preserving admissibility of merge). For all Th ⊆
{T, B, 4, 5}, if ⊢nG− Γ {h∆i, h∆′ i} then ⊢nG− Γ {h∆, ∆′ i}.
IKTh

IKTh

Proof. By induction on n. 
Proposition 6 (Size-preserving admissibility of contraction). For all Th ⊆
{T, B, 4, 5}, if ⊢nG− Γ {∆, ∆} then ⊢nG− Γ {∆}.
IKTh

IKTh

Proof. Using Proposition 5, we only need to show the following property:
(P c) for all formula A, if ⊢nG− Γ {A, A} then ⊢nG− Γ {A}. We can show it
IKTh
IKTh
by induction on n. Indeed, Proposition 5 allows us to transform the case of
Γ {h∆i, h∆, ∆′ i} into the case of Γ {h∆, ∆, ∆′ i} without increasing the size.
Let us consider the following case:
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Γ {h∆i}
Γ {∆}

Γ {Γ ′ {∅}, h∆i}
′

Γ {Γ {∆}}
Γ {h∆i}{∅}
Γ {∅}{∆}

Γ {h∆, h∆′ ii}

[SRT ]

[SRB ]

Γ {h∆i, ∆′ }

[SR4 ](†)

[SRIB4 ](† † †)

Γ {h∆i}{∅}
Γ {∅}{∆}

[SR5 ](††)

Γ {h∆i}{∅}
Γ {∅}{∆}

[SRIS5 ]

(†) depth(Γ ′ {}) > 1;
(††) depth(Γ {}{∅}) > 0 and depth(Γ {∅}{}) > 0;
(† † †) sp(Γ {∅}{∆}).

Fig. 5. Structural rules for GIKTh

D′
Γ {h∆, h∆ ii, h∆, h∆′ i, C ⊢ i}
′

[♦R ]

Γ {h∆, h∆′ ii, h∆, h∆′ ii, ♦C ⊢ }
where ∆ and ∆′ are multisets of formulae.

A proof of Γ {h∆, h∆′ ii, ♦C ⊢ } can be built using Property (P c) as follows:
D′
Γ {h∆, h∆ ii, h∆, h∆′ i, C ⊢ i}
′

Γ {h∆, ∆, h∆′ , ∆′ i, C ⊢ i}
Γ {h∆, h∆′ i, C ⊢ i}
Γ {h∆, h∆′ ii, ♦C ⊢ }

[M 2 ]

[(P c)]

[♦R ]


The structural rules of Figure 5 are admissible in their corresponding logics.
Proposition 7. Let Th ⊆ {T, B, 4, 5} such that Th 6= ∅. Then, the following
properties are satisfied:
– if IKTh is IS5, then if [SRIS5 ] is size-preserving admissible in G−
IKTh ;
– if IKTh is IB4, then if [SRIB4 ] is size-preserving admissible in G−
IKTh ;
– Otherwise, the rules of the form [SRx ] such that x ∈ Th are size-preserving
admissible in G−
IKTh .
Proof. Let us consider the case of the structural rule [SRT ], the other cases
being similar. We assume that we have ⊢nG− Γ {h∆i} by a derivation D. The
IKTh
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proof is by induction on n.
If n = 1 then Γ {h∆i} is an instance of an axiom and Γ {∆} is consequently an
instance of the same axiom. Thus, we have ⊢1G− Γ {∆}. The proof is completed
IKTh
by mainly applying the induction hypothesis on the premise of the last rule
application in D and using the rules [♦TR ] and [TL ]. Let us consider, for instance,
the case where Γ {h∆i} = Γ ′ {h∆i, ♦A⊢ } and the last rule application is the
following:
Γ ′ {h∆, A⊢ i}
Γ ′ {h∆i, ♦A⊢ }

[♦R ]

n−1
′
⊢
By induction hypothesis, we have ⊢G
− Γ {∆, A }. Then, by using the rule

[♦TR ] we obtain ⊢nG− Γ ′ {∆, ♦A⊢ }. 

IKTh

IKTh

Theorem 7. For all Th ⊆ {T, B, 4, 5}, if Γ {A⊢ }{∅} and Γ {A}{C ⊢ } have proofs
−
⊢
in G−
IKTh , then Γ {∅}{C } has also a proof in GIKTh .
Proof. We assume that we have ⊢m
Γ {A⊢ }{∅} with a derivation D and
G−
IKTh

⊢nG− Γ {A}{C ⊢ } with a derivation D′ . We show that Γ {∅}{C ⊢ } has a proof in
IKTh

G−
IKTh by mutual induction on m, n and the size of the cut-formula.
- If m = 1 then Γ {A⊢ }{∅} is an instance of [id] or [⊥L ]. In the case of the
−
⊢
former, Γ {∅}{C ⊢} has a proof in G−
IKTh , since Γ {A}{C } has proof in GIKTh . In
⊢
the case of the latter, Γ {∅}{C } is an instance of [⊥L ] and has consequently a
proof in G−
IKTh .
- If n = 1 then Γ {A}{C ⊢ } is an instance of [id] or [⊥L ]. If A is not a principal
formula in Γ {A}{C ⊢ }, then Γ {∅}{C ⊢} is an instance of an axiom. Otherwise
−
⊢
Γ {∅}{C ⊢} has a proof in G−
IKTh , since Γ {A }{∅} has a proof in GIKTh .
- If Γ {A}{C ⊢ } is not an instance of an axiom and A is not a principal
formula in the last rule application in D′ . We consider the case where this last
rule application is an instance of a rule with two premises, the other case with
one premise being similar:
Γ ′ {A}{D⊢ }

Γ ′′ {A}{E ⊢ }

Γ {A}{C ⊢ }

[R]

By the property of size-preserving admissibility of weakening (Proposition 4),
n−1
1
⊢
there exist T-contexts Γw1 {∅}{∅} and Γw2 {∅}{∅} such that ⊢G
− Γw {A}{D },
IKTh

n−1
m
m
2
⊢
1
⊢
2
⊢
⊢G
− Γw {A}{E }, ⊢G− Γw {A }{∅}, ⊢G− Γw {A }{∅} and then we have
IKTh

IKTh

IKTh
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Γw1 {∅}{D⊢}

Γw2 {∅}{E ⊢ }

Γw {∅}{C ⊢}

[R]

where Γw {∅}{∅} is Γ {∅}{∅} if C is a principal formula in [R] or [R] = [⊃L ],
otherwise, it is obtained from Γ {∅}{∅} by duplicating the principal formula of
[R]. By induction hypothesis, we deduce that Γw {∅}{C ⊢} has a proof in G−
IKTh :
Γw1 {A⊢ }{∅} Γw1 {A}{D⊢ }
Γw1 {∅}{D⊢}

Γw2 {A⊢ }{∅} Γw2 {A}{E ⊢ }

[I.H.]

Γw2 {∅}{E ⊢}

Γw {∅}{C ⊢ }

[I.H.]

[R]

By the property of size-preserving admissibility of contraction (Proposition 6),
we deduce that Γ {∅}{C ⊢} has a proof in G−
IKTh .
- In the case where Γ {A⊢ }{∅} is not an instance of an axiom and A is not
a principal formula in the last rule application in D, the proof is obtained from
Proposition 4 and Proposition 6 in the same way as in the previous case.
- The case where A is an atomic formula, i.e., A ∈ Prop or A = ⊥, is included
in the previous cases.
- If Γ {A⊢ }{∅} and Γ {A}{C ⊢ } are not instances of axioms and A is a principal formula in the last rule applications of both D and D′ .
We consider the case of the rules associated to the modal connective , the case
for the modal connective ♦ being similar. The proof for the rules associated to
the connectives ⊃, ∧ and ∨ is simpler and can be done in a standard way (e.g.
see [29]).
Let us first consider the case where the last rule application in D is [R ] and
that in D′ is [L ]:
Γ ′ {h∆′ i, hA⊢ i}
Γ ′ {h∆′ i, A⊢ }

Γ ′ {h∆, Ai, A}

[R ]

Γ ′ {h∆i, A}

[L ]

where Γ ′ {h∆i}{∅} = Γ {∅}{∅} and ∆′ = ∆ if ∆ does not contain a marked
formula, and ∆′ = ∆′′ {∅} if ∆ = ∆′′ {C ⊢ }.
By using the property of size-preserving admissibility of weakening (Proposition 4), we obtain ⊢m
Γ ′ {h∆′ , Ai, A⊢ }. By the induction hypothesis, we have
G−
IKTh
⊢G− Γ ′ {h∆, Ai}:
IKTh

Γ ′ {h∆′ , Ai, A⊢ }

Γ ′ {h∆, Ai, A}

Γ ′ {h∆, Ai}
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[I.H.]

Then, by using the admissibility of the merge rule (Proposition 5), we deduce
that ⊢G− Γ ′ {h∆′ , A⊢ i}. Thus, by induction hypothesis (A is smaller than A,
IKTh

i.e., |A| < |A|) with Γ ′ {h∆′ , A⊢ i} and Γ ′ {h∆, Ai} as premises, we deduce that
⊢G− Γ ′ {h∆i}.
IKTh

Let us now consider the case where the last rule application in D is [R ] and
that in D′ is [TL ]:
Γ {hA⊢ i}{∅}

[R ]

Γ {A⊢ }{∅}

Γ {A, A}{C ⊢ }

[TL ]

Γ {A}{C ⊢ }

By using the property of size-preserving admissibility of weakening and the
induction hypothesis, we have ⊢G− Γ {A}{C ⊢ }:
IKTh

⊢

Γ {A }{∅}
Γ {A, A⊢ }{∅}

[W ]

Γ {A, A}{C ⊢ }

Γ {A}{C ⊢ }

[I.H.]

From the property of size-preserving admissibility of [SRT ] (Proposition 7),
we obtain ⊢G− Γ {A⊢ }{∅}. Moreover, since |A| < |A|, one can apply the inIKTh

duction hypothesis with Γ {A⊢ }{∅} and Γ {A}{C ⊢ } as premises:
Γ {A⊢ }{∅}

Γ {A}{C ⊢ }

Γ ′ {∅}{C ⊢}

[I.H.]

Therefore, we deduce that ⊢G− Γ ′ {∅}{C ⊢ }.
IKTh

4
The proof for the cases where the last rule application in D′ are [B
L ], [L ],
IS5
and [L ] is obtained in the same way by using the induction hypothesis
and the admissibility of respectively [SRB ], [SR4 ], [SRIB4 ] and [SRIS5 ]. 

[IB4
L ]

Then we have the following result:
Theorem 8. The cut rule is admissible in G−
IKTh .
Thus if a T-sequent has a proof in GIKTh , then it has a proof in GIKTh without
the [cut] rule.

7

Proof-search and decidability

In this section, we propose new decision procedures using the calculi for the logics IK, IT, IKB and IKT B. We restrict our study to these logics because they have
the depth property that is necessary to prove termination within our approach.
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In this perspective we introduce a notion of redundancy in cut-free derivations
for the calculi in order to have the following result: any T-sequent that is valid has
a proof without redundancies. Then, by using the subformula property and the
depth property, we show that there is no infinite proof which is not irredundant
and then we provide some decision procedures based on this result.
7.1

Redundant derivations

We first extend the notion of contraction which allows us to capture the notion
of merging.
Proposition 8. The following rule is size-preserving admissible:
Γ {h∆, C ⊢ i, h∆i}
Γ {h∆, C ⊢ i}

[C2 ]

Proof. By using the property of size-preserving admissibility of contraction
and merge, we have
Γ {h∆, C ⊢ i, h∆i}
[M ]
Γ {h∆, ∆, C ⊢ i}
[C]
Γ {h∆, C ⊢ i}

We define the two relations →c (contraction), →w (weakening) by Γ {∆, ∆} →c
Γ {∆}, Γ {h∆, C ⊢ i, h∆i} →c Γ {h∆, C ⊢ i} and Γ {C ⊢ }{∅} →w Γ {C ⊢ }{Σ} (Σ is
T-context).
Moreover, we define the preorder relation on the T-sequents . by: S .
S ′ if and only if S(→c + →w )∗ S ′ where (→c + →w )∗ is the reflexive and
transitive closure of the union of the two relations →c and →w . We denote ∼
=
the equivalence relation defined by: S ∼
= S ′ if and only if S . S ′ and S ′ . S.
Proposition 9. Let S and S ′ be T-sequents such that S . S ′ . If ⊢nG− S then
IKTh
⊢nG− S ′ .
IKTh

Proof. Direct consequence of the size-preserving admissibility of weakening
([W ]) and contraction([C] and [C2 ]). 
Let us note that the rule [M ] can be obtained from the rules [W ], [C] and
[C2 ]. Indeed, assuming that we have ⊢G− Γ {h∆1 i, h∆2 i}, if ∆1 and ∆2 do not
IKTh
contain a marked formula then [M ] is obtained as follows:
Γ {h∆1 i, h∆2 i}
Γ {h∆1 , ∆2 i, h∆1 , ∆2 i}
Γ {h∆1 , ∆2 i}
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[W ]
[C]

Otherwise, if ∆1 contains a marked formula (∆1 = ∆′1 , C ⊢ ):
Γ {h∆′1 , C ⊢ i, h∆2 i}
Γ {h∆′1 , ∆2 , C ⊢ i, h∆′1 , ∆2 i}
Γ {h∆′1 , ∆2 , C ⊢ i}

[W ]
[C2 ]

The case where ∆2 contains a marked formula is similar to the previous case.
Definition 6 (Redundant derivation). A derivation is said to be redundant
if it contains two T-sequents S1 and S2 , with S1 occurring strictly above S2 in
the same branch, such that S1 . S2 . It is said to be irredundant if it is not
redundant.
Proposition 10. For all Th ⊆ {T, B, 4, 5}, if a T-sequent is valid in IKTh then
it has an irredundant proof in G−
IKTh .
Proof. Let S be a T-sequent and D be a proof of S in G−
IKTh . This proof is
by induction on the size s of D.
- If s = 1 then it is an irredundant proof.
- We assume that for any T-sequent, if it has a proof of size smaller or equal
to n (n > 1), then it has a irredundant proof (induction hypothesis). We assume
that s = n + 1.
If D is irredundant then it has an irredundant proof. Otherwise it has a branch
containing two T-sequents S1 and S2 such that S1 occurring above S2 and
S1 . S2 . Let n′ be the size of the sub-derivation of S1 in D. We can see that the
size of the sub-derivation of S2 in D is strictly greater than n′ . Using Proposition 9, we know that S2 has a proof D2 of size smaller or equal to n′ . Then, by
replacing in D the sub-derivation of S2 with D2 , we obtain a derivation of S of
size smaller or equal to n. Therefore, by applying the induction hypothesis, we
can deduce that S has a irredundant proof. 

7.2

New decision procedures

Let us now introduce the key point of our proof of termination. Since we need
the depth property (Proposition 3) the following proposition is true only in the
cases of GIKTh with Th ∈ {∅, {T }, {B}, {T, B}}.
Proposition 11. Let S be a T-sequent, Th ∈ {∅, {T }, {B}, {T, B}} and D be a
derivation of S in G−
IKTh . The set of all T-sequents appearing in D is partitioned
into a finite set of equivalence classes by ∼
=.
Proof. It is a consequence of the subformula property (Proposition 6) and
the depth property (Proposition 3). Indeed, using these two properties, we know
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that the set B of all branches of all T-sequents appearing in D is finite. Let us
assume that D contains an infinite set E of T-sequents that are pairwise inequivalent. Since B is finite, we can deduce that there exist two T-sequents S1 and
S2 in E such that S1 →∗c S2 (S1 . S2 ) and S2 →∗w S1 (S2 . S1 ). Thus, we have
S1 ∼
= S2 and we get a contradiction. 
We give now a decision procedure for IKTh with Th ∈ {∅, {T }, {B}, {T, B}},
that is based on the related G−
IKTh calculus and on a search of an irredundant
proof of the given T-sequent.
A Decision procedure for IKTh (Th ∈ {∅, {T }, {B}, {T, B}}) :
Let S be a T-sequent.
- Step 1. We start with the derivation containing only S which is the unique
irredundant derivation of size 1. If this derivation is a proof then we return it.
Otherwise we move to the next step.
- Step i + 1. We build the set of all the irredundant derivations of size i + 1. If
this set contains a proof of S then we return it. Otherwise if this set is empty
then S is not valid, else we move to the next step.
The correctness of this algorithm is obtained from the soundness and completeness of the sequent calculi and from Proposition 10.
Regarding the termination of the algorithm, it is a consequence of Proposition 11
and of the fact that there is only a finite number of possible rule applications
allowing us to extend the size from i to i + 1.
Such a procedure provides also a new syntactic proof of decidability of the corresponding logic.
Theorem 9. For all Th ∈ {∅, {T }, {B}, {T, B}}, the logic IKTh is decidable.
In the following example, we use our decision procedure for IT in order to prove
that the formula ♦A ⊃ A is not valid.
Let us denote by Deri the set of the irredundant derivations of size i.
Step 1: Der1 ≡ ♦A ⊃ A⊢
♦A, A⊢
Step 2: Der2 ≡ ♦A ⊃ A⊢

[⊃R ]

♦A, hAi, A⊢
♦A, A⊢
Step 3: Der3 ≡

♦A ⊃ A⊢

[♦L ]

[⊃R ]
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♦A, hA, Ai, A⊢
♦A, hAi, A⊢
♦A, A⊢
Step 4: Der4 ≡

[TL ]

[♦L ]

[⊃R ]

♦A ⊃ A⊢

The derivations of size 5 that we can obtain from the derivation in Der4 are
the following:
♦A, hA, A, Ai, A⊢
♦A, hA, Ai, A⊢
♦A, hAi, A⊢
♦A, A⊢
♦A ⊃ A⊢

[TL ]

♦A, hAi, hA, Ai, A⊢
♦A, hA, Ai, A⊢

[TL ]

♦A, hAi, A⊢

[♦L ]

♦A, A⊢

[⊃R ]

♦A ⊃ A⊢

[♦L ]

[TL ]

[♦L ]

[⊃R ]

All these derivations are redundant knowing that we have both:
– ♦A, hA, A, Ai, A⊢ . ♦A, hA, Ai, A⊢
– ♦A, hAi, hA, Ai, A⊢ . ♦A, hA, Ai, A⊢ .
Therefore, we have Der5 = ∅ and we deduce that ♦A ⊃ A is not valid in
IT.

8

Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper we define label-free sequent calculi for the intuitionistic modal
logics based on the combinations of the axioms T , B, 4 and 5. These calculi are
based on the use of a particular multi-contextual structure, called Tree-sequent,
introduced in [14] for defining natural deduction systems for such logics. We also
show that our calculi satisfy the cut-elimination property and as consequences
the subformula and depth properties. Moreover we propose alternative decision
procedures for IK, IT, IKB and IKT B that are based on these calculi. We only
consider these logics because the others do not satisfy the depth property that
is required for proving termination in this approach.
Further work will be devoted to the design of label-free sequent calculi for
other intuitionistic modal logics based on similar structures. Moreover, we will
study the decidability of IS4 and IK4 which is still an open question [27] by using
such sequent calculi.
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